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1) Mock Regents Assessments and Analysis
Remote learning has created challenges for schools trying to better understand what students know and don’t know. District
Public can help you administer and analyze mock assessment results by cohort, subgroup, standard, and question to help you
identify students’ strengths and weaknesses, and create a starting point for your inquiry process.
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2) Regents Exams Analysis
Our Regents analyses come in two parts: 1) Leadership Team Analysis and 2) Teacher Team Analysis.
The Leadership Team Analysis is a breakdown of overall results on past and most recent Regents exams across all subjects,
aimed at helping school leaders see overall trends in exam attempts, passing rates, and performance across all subjects.
The Teacher Team Analysis are detailed subject level views of results on past Regents exams for each subject, aimed at
helping teachers hone in on what standards and question types their students have struggled with most over the past few
Regents exams. Included here are a subset of the analysis for the Algebra I exam.
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3) Supportive Environment Survey Design and Analysis
It’s never been more critical to create a supportive environment and to support students’ social emotional learning. But to
address students’ needs and assess your efforts, you need data and insights. District Public can help you create and analyze
surveys that can help you get to know your students, uncover insights on your school’s initiatives, guide future programs, and
identify students in greatest need.
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District Public helps schools make sense of open-response questions by identifying themes and flagging notable responses.
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District Public’s analysis helps schools identify and get to better know the groups of students who are especially struggling
with remote learning and may need extra support.
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Grade
level

Group

Student name

Gender
Pronouns

My favorite food is... My favorite hobby is...

One thing I wish my teachers knew about me is...

My responsibilities outside of school are...

rice in beans

i love being in your class
i am a person that belives in god. i like doing my work
because in future that is something that will speak up
for me
That I am a nice girl and. I like to paint and do art and
when I grow up I want to be a police officer
That I like to learn more about math.
That I am a very shy person and I be doubting myself a
lot. My mom is always helping me bring my confidence
back on track.
I am not really used to online classes

My reponsibilities are doing homework

6

C

Student 13

he/him

6

C

Student 14

6
6

C

Student 15
Student 16

they/them mofongo
Rice,chicken,soup,pi
she/her
zza,fries,mc donals,
she/her
McDonald's

6
6

C
C

Student 17
Student 18

6

C

Student 19

Baked potato with
she/her
steak and corn.
she/her
Rice
Actually
she/her
but also
they/them Macaroni

6

C

Student 20

she/her

Sushi

Singing

7
7

C
C

Student 21
Student 22

he/him
she/her

Churros
Burger w/ fries

Gaming/Football
Dancing and singing

7

C

Student 23

Gaming

7

C

Student 24

they/them Lasagna
Yellow Rice with
corn and Mashed
she/her
Potatoes. 💗

How much I love art
I don't really know when I'm doing well at something I
always think I'm failing so if I'm doing something right
can you let me know
That homework is really stressful and it’s not good to
give a lot of homework during this pandemic and with
the elections it’s just to stressful
I’m a little shy
How incredibly lazy I can be compared to how much I
can do

My favorite hobby is to draw. 🎨

One thing I wish my teachers knew about me is the
date of my birthday, October 2nd.

7

C

Student 25

she/her

music/singing

i can sing

Learning how to cook food and taking care of my pets.
making my bed cooking and taking care of my siblings
when moms at work

9
9

C
C

Student 46
Student 47

she/her
she/her

9

C

Student 48

she/her

go home clean the dishes take the trash out if there is
any and do my work.
a sister,a gf,etc
currently nothing just to help around the house, but im
looking top start a small business which is a big
responsibility

9
9

C
C

Student 49
Student 50

she/her
he/him

i like quesadillas
and salmon
I love my mom’s
cooking anything
she makes
Pizza

I'm very quite and stay to myself most of the time, I
get mad/angry easily.
I don’t like peolpe
i am really hardworking but i can easily get
overwhelmed and i hate being put on the spot
because i get a lot of anxiety.

9

C

Student 51

she/her

Sushi

Playing football

9
9
9
9
9

C

C

Student 52
Student 53
Student 54
Student 55
Student 56

she/her
he/him
she/her
she/her
she/her

to dance
wacthing movies
Drawing and coloring
Gymnastics
art and minecraft

9

C

Student 57

she/her

Chicken nuggets
pizza
Lasagna
Pizza
Ramen
Chicken, mac and
cheese, pizza

Hate bullies, shy quiet won’t talk unless I feel
comfortable with you
Im shy
I’m kind of bipolar and now I’m lazy but I am very
organized
I can't stay focus for that long unless it's something
interesting
idk
Nothing
My name
that I like anime

Singing, listening to music, talking to people

I love to sing and i’m very positive

C

C
C
C

spaggeti
I don't have a
favorite food I like
all foods
Koren food

I like being funy

basketball
My favorite hobby is playing with my brothers,doing
art,also painting
Drawing

Play the piano and singing.
Sports

Drawing

writing and singing
to sleep and eat

i love to paint

Reading, drawing watching anime
Play games

doing my homework help my brother with his work if
he needs help
Are to protect my self and also get home safe
Behave.
To stay focus on what’s important and stay on track to
achieve my goals.
Be kind

Making my bed getting ready for work(school) cleaning
my room

Chores

Taking care of myself/my belongings
Chores
Homework

Helping my mom around the house
ok good
Playing sports making sure to do all my chores and
taking care of my mom
get good grades and be the best child i can be
not sure
Going home
Go home
Washing dishes
Singing
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4) Individual Student Reports for Families
District Public can help you deliver personalized reports to keep students and families informed and engaged about student
learning. Deliver information by mail or email, with student attendance, learning progress, grades, or any other information
you would like to include - building on the systems you are already using.
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5) Grading Equity Analysis
How do you know if your school is grading students fairly and equitably? District Public can provide an analysis that shows
how students have been graded compared to what we would expect based on their performance on standardized
06M209
Schoolwide
Statistical
of Marking
Period
2 Gradesand leadership
292 about
Students
assessments (e.g.
MAP). This analysis
can -help
informAnalysis
conversations
among
teachers
grading and
equity.
Estimated differences in course grades attributable to disability status, language learner status, and gender

SWD vs. Otherwise Similar Students
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Estimated difference in course grades

Left chart shows average difference in marking period 2 grades between SpEd and GenEd students who are matched on 2019 test score, 2019-20 grade level, 2019-20 attendance (through March 2020), ELL
status, and gender. Middle and right charts are analogous.
Charts show the estimated differences due solely to disability status, language status, or gender, which means that these estimates are additive. In other words, we estimate that a boy who is both SWD
and ELL was graded, on average, 8.1 points lower in science than a typical girl who is neither SWD nor ELL (but has the same 2019 test score, has the same 2019-20 attendance, and is in the same grade
level).
Grey bars represent estimates that are very uncertain. This means there's a good chance that there's no real difference in average grades for this subject between the two groups being compared.
No meaningful differences were observed in any subject attributable to students' free lunch eligibility or housing status.
Students were matched on 2019 ELA exam scores for comparisons of English, Social Studies, Science and Elective grades. Scores from the 2019 math exam were used for comparisons of math grades.
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6) Graduation Requirements Tracker
All your students' data in one place. Sort and filter to select students. Explore subject-level tabs to drill down to find
students' unmet graduation requirements.
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7) Attendance Tracking and Analysis
District Public can build or customize a simple, easy-to-use system for tracking and analyzing students’ attendance in both
remote and in-person learning environments. We can help you launch a new system, or streamline your current systems to
more easily track, analyze, and prepare attendance data.
Students fill out a simple, one-question Google Form.
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For each student, you can see today’s attendance, attendance for the past 5 school days, and attendance year to date in a
sortable, filterable format. You can flag students whose attendance is low or declining for intervention.
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Save time entering data into the DOE’s Daily Interaction Tool. You can populate the tool with a simple copy and paste.
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Turn your attendance results into in real-time Remote Learning analysis by grade and subgroup. We can compare remote and
in-person attendance to better understand trends by grade, class, subgroup, and individual student.
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8) Customized Solutions
Are you seeking the answers to other questions about how your Remote Learning is going so far? Spending much too much
time wrangling Google Sheets and Google Forms? District Public can help. Whatever the task – big or small – let us help you.
Contact us to schedule a videoconference or phone call.
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